
T331-25
MICROCENTRIFUGE TUBE 
WITH LOCKING CAP AND PICK-UP TAB
Made of polypropylene
This tube is similar to T331-15 Series but also incorporates a convenient
pick-up tab for easier handling without actually touching the tube.
Lids can be pierced easily with a syringe needle. Sample identification can
be made on etched writing surfaces found on side walls and cap. Can be
used at extreme temperatures from -175 °C to 121 °C. Graduated at 0.5,
1.0 and 1.5 ml. Maximum centri fugation RCF: 20,000g. Autoclavable.
Available in four different colors.
Packaged in tamperproof resealable safety-lock bags of 500 tubes.

Cat. # Color Qty/Cs
T331-25N Natural 5000
T331-25B Blue 5000
T331-25G Green 5000
T331-25Y Yellow 5000

T331-15
MICROCENTRIFUGE TUBE WITH LOCKING CAP
Made of polypropylene
To ensure extra protection during critical steps such as boiling, freezing
and centrifugation, these 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tubes are provided with a
specially developed locking clasp which can be bent upward to lock on the
cap .  L i ds  can  be  p i e r ced  eas i l y  w i t h  a  sy r i nge  need le .  Samp le
identification can be made on etched writing surfaces found on side walls
and cap. Can be used at extreme temperatures from -175 °C to +121 °C.
Graduated at 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 ml. Autoclavable. Maximum centrifugation
RCF: 20,000g.
Packaged in tamperproof resealable safety-lock bags of 500 tubes.

Cat. # Color Qty/Cs
T331-15N Natural 5000
T331-15B Blue 5000
T331-15G Green 5000
T331-15Y Yellow 5000

Cat. # Qty/Pk Qty/Cs
T330-64 4 24

T330-64
MICROCENTRIFUGE TUBE STORAGE BOX
Made of high impact polystyrene
This microcentrifuge tube storage box with a polyurethane foam insert is
ideal for holding up to sisty-four tubes from 0.5 to 2 ml. It should be used
within a temperature range of -80 °C to +80 °C.
A transparent cover allows you to see the contents of the box, and is
keyed to the base in order to prevent misalignment. To improve your
inventory control, you can write with a marker pen on the cover surface
which is pre-printed with a series of squares (numbered from 1 to 64). You
can also save space by stacking these boxes in freezers, refrigerators and
on lab counters.

Bend the special clasp
upward to lock the cap.
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Bend the special clasp
upward to lock the cap.

Pick-up tab design for
easier handling.
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